
Delivered by ShiftKey + OnShift, SAMI provides a complete view of your schedule — showing your employees 
and independent healthcare professionals in one place — providing you the tools to build a complete schedule 
proactively and cost-effectively.


Total Workforce Visibility. Optimization. Cost Savings. All In One System.

Optimize Workforce Costs

Take the Stress Out of Scheduling

More ENGAGEMENT & Less BURNOUT

Grow With Confidence

SAMI
Schedule Automation Marketplace Integration

Delivered by ShiftKey + OnShift

Introducing

100%
Total Workforce 
Transparency

500 Hrs
Administrative Time 

Saved Per Community

$1.7M
Annualized


Savings

83%
Reduction in 

Unfilled Shifts

Communities are winning using SAMI.  Here are their results*

7%
Increase in Resident  

Occupancy Rate

SAMI clients have already saved up to $1.7M annually

Schedule-to-budget analytics & advanced scheduling 
mean less overpayment filling critical shifts. Stop 
overscheduling by viewing all workers in one system.

SAMI clients increased resident occupancy rate 7%

Gain real-time insights to make strategic workforce 
decisions now and in the future. Stop turning away 
patients because of insufficient staffing levels.

Increase shift requests by your employees up to 20%

Full-time employees request more shifts after 
integrating. Prioritize your employees’ requests & 
reduce burnout with easy access to manage their 
schedule.

SAMI automates scheduling processes, saving 
communities 500 hours annually

Automated scheduling and consolidated real-time 
reporting leave facilities in control. DONs & Staffing 
Coordinators can get back to patient care.

SAMI clients reduced unfilled shifts to 3%, an 83% 
improvement

Post integration, facilities immediately went from an 
average of 15% unfilled shifts to 3%. Automatically 
approve your #Favorite independent workers' shift 
requests.

Deliver H igh-Quality  Care

Shift coverage when you need it

1.03M+ hours filled with SAMI

View employees and independent healthcare 
professionals in one place. And, get all the tools 
to build a complete schedule proactively and 
cost-effectively.



Integrated technology makes the most of your 
scheduling practices.


Interested in learning more?
Visit  to schedule a demo!OnShift.com

Schedule your employees more effectively. 
Their shift requests are prioritized and can 
be automatically approved.

01

prioritize your employees

Gain full workforce transparency & stay 
within budget with easy access to data and 
processes to cost effectively fill shifts.

02

Follow your rules and budget

Automatically access the ShiftKey 
marketplace to fill select shifts with best-fit 
independent workers. 

03

Fill your Open shifts

*These improvements are based on SAMI customer results.

The way SAMI seamlessly integrates 
ShiftKey’s robust marketplace with 
OnShift’s scheduling capabilities has 
completely transformed our 
workforce strategy.”

Joe Schiller

Vice President of Human Resources

Tutera Senior Living & Health Care

Choice of when to highlight openings

Automated shift confirmation

Payroll Based Journal (PBJ) reporting

Easy access and functionality to adjust shifts

Schedule-to-budget analytics

https://www3.onshift.com/demo-onshift-shiftkey-sami

